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Las Vegas is a city built on the notion that the big bet can pay off. Or it can cost
someone a bundle. When it comes to plans for high-speed trains connecting Southern
California and southern Nevada, both outcomes might be true.

At least three projects are in a race to carry vacationers and commuters from the
California coast to the gambling mecca. Hundreds of millions of dollars in investments
and federal funds are at stake. Millions have already been spent on plans or preliminary
studies.

The dream of a train dashing gamblers across the desert goes back more than 30 years,
to when American cities saw France and other countries in Europe tie cities together by
rail. Officials in Southern California pondered becoming the first place in the world to give
magnetic levitation trains, also known as maglev, a try on a major scale.

Maglev never caught on enough to secure the multibillion-dollar investment needed, and
many people are weary of hearing about it.

For 20 years, more conventional high-speed train systems have proliferated, but never in
the U.S. So as Las Vegas bullet train proposals were circulated, they have been met
with the same "I'll believe it when I see it" responses.

Yet three bullet trains remain on course, supporters say:

Desert XPress, privately backed by Las Vegas developers, could break ground next year
and has a head start and a lower cost than its peers, at $4 billion.

Maglev, the long-sought solution to many Southern California traffic congestion issues,
remains a popular but costly option for some with the power to put public money and
global engineering partners behind it.

Desert Lightning, still in the early planning stages, is a plan by financiers with experience
in Europe's rail development to link not only LA and Vegas, but Phoenix via high-speed
rail.

None of the projects are the perfect fit many commuters are looking for, potential riders
willing to pay about $100 round-trip said. And skepticism abounds about whether any of
the projects will actually happen, especially by the timelines supporters have suggested.
At the earliest, Desert Xpress will start shuttling people by 2014, if construction starts
soon. Maglev and Desert Lightning could be years later than that.

"It's nothing more than a way for people to make money talking about it," said Grant
Avery, 52, of San Bernardino. "I won't see it in my lifetime."

But that hasn't stopped supporters from going all-in and advancing their projects.

"We're now at an age and time where we're at the cutting edge of changing society,"
said Las Vegas Councilman Ricki Barlow, a supporter of the maglev plan capable of
taking passengers from Anaheim to Las Vegas in 80 minutes.

Barlow and others noted that the federal government is offering unprecedented
investment in high-speed rail, and they believe commuters are clamoring for a way to get
to Vegas that doesn't require a trip to the airport or a trek along Interstate 15.

Supporters point to the vocal support of high-speed rail coming from the Obama
administration and transportation officials as proof the tide has turned to trains. The
federal stimulus program included $8 billion for high-speed projects, and more is
expected in upcoming transportation appropriations.
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"You have to give the driving public other opportunities," said Tom Skancke, a
transportation consultant and director of the Western High Speed Rail Alliance, which is
promoting bullet trains connecting many western U.S. cities.

Many Southern California and Las Vegas residents welcome the chance to climb aboard
a train.

"I've been hearing about them a long time, and I've been waiting to use them," said
Tammy Boucher, a waitress at an eatery inside the Golden Gate Casino on Fremont
Street. She said she is looking for an inexpensive way to visit her daughter in the San
Bernardino Mountains.

High Stakes

If there are two places facing an uncertain future for how people travel, they are
Southern California and southern Nevada. Growth is increasingly making them more of
one mega-region than two distinct locales. Travel between the two is also becoming a
burden for transportation officials and the commuting public.

Anyone who drives to Las Vegas on Friday and returns on Sunday knows the problem.
Cars slowly snake up the Cajon Pass north of San Bernardino, and the slightest hiccup in
the flow can make the trip across the Mojave move like molasses. The Sunday return
can take hours longer as Southern Californians clog the freeway in the opposite direction.

More than 12 million Southern Californians visit Las Vegas annually, and three-quarters
of them drive. Giving people an option other than cars is inevitable, Skancke said.

"If we don't start now, the problem will be exponentially larger," he said during a tour of
City Center, a new Las Vegas commercial and hotel complex. "We don't have the money
or space to build new (freeway) lanes."

Las Vegas and Southern California are reeling from the economic downturn, but that
hasn't dampened the interest in bullet trains. Instead, some backers and investors said
getting the plans in place now could take advantage of cheap construction prices, and
keep the regions rolling toward a rail option for travelers when they return to
pre-recession levels -- potentially stronger than ever before.

With road options limited, private investors are seeing a chance to rework how people
travel and claim ownership of the way of the future. Though some still doubt Americans
will ever embrace trains as a mode of transportation, supporters sense a huge
opportunity, both to provide service and make millions of dollars.

"This is a game-changer," Barlow said of high-speed rail, specifically the magnetic
levitation train project he supports. "This will provide jobs and opportunities for many
years to come."

But many -- if not all -- the projects will take some public financial support. China's,
where many proponents point when noting the high interest in high-speed rail, was built
by the government. France, Italy, Spain and Germany also heavily support their trains
with taxpayer dollars.

Investors note that any American system is likely to be more privately held than publicly
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managed.

Xpress out in front

With the potential to lure millions of riders aboard, competition to be the first fast train
running is fierce.

The maglev train promoted by engineering giant Parsons and officials in California and
Nevada, and the Desert Lightning project are in the planning stages.

Skancke and others said the front-runner for connecting Vegas and Southern California is
Desert Xpress, a 150-mph train that aims to take passengers from Victorville to Vegas in
84 minutes. The plan, promoted by a group of southern Nevada businessmen, would use
new tracks laid across the Mojave Desert, meaning the company would control its own
destiny and not rely on freight tracks.

But going it alone on the $4 billion project presents challenges. The cost of coming
through the Cajon Pass and buying land in more developed areas of Southern California
means Victorville becomes the southern hub, though the company has discussed one day
extending service to Palmdale.

Not going farther than Victorville will lose the system some customers, Las Vegas
residents said.

"That doesn't do anything for me whatsoever," said Danny Hayes, who noted he would
be stuck in Victorville or have to rent a car to complete his trip to Los Angeles or the
beach.

Desert Xpress officials declined to be interviewed for this story, citing a focus on getting
their Federal Railroad Administration paperwork completed. Previously, company
officials have said they are confident travelers will drive to Victorville to board the trains.

Company officials also said they'll build their line without government assistance. But it is
also possible government loans would give Desert Xpress some construction money, and
then be repaid with private investment and the money made off ticket sales.

Because they are closer to construction and not looking for federal subsidies, Skancke,
who is not affiliated with the project, said Desert Xpress is the leading contender. He
said critics of the plan are too focused on the Victorville end point.

"The only ones who know if the business model makes sense is them," Skancke said. "...
It's not our money out there. If they want to build it, let them."

Maglev sticking to plan

Government officials in both California and Nevada, meanwhile, are resurrecting serious
study of magnetic levitation trains, a more expensive and much faster rail system that
glides along a raised track by using powerful magnets and electricity to move the train.

At $12.1 billion, maglev's cost is three times that of Desert Xpress, but it also would take
riders to and from Anaheim, much closer to millions of potential riders. Support from
state and local officials -- like Las Vegas Councilman Barlow -- also give maglev
proponents an edge in seeking government subsidies to build the nearly 300-mile line.

The first step is linking Las Vegas to Primm, Nev., on the California border.

"We are very deliberate with what we are doing," said Tom Bordeaux, senior
transportation manager with Parsons' Las Vegas office. The global engineering and
planning firm is among three major companies partnering with the California-Nevada
Super-Speed Train Commission for the maglev project.

The upside to the major cost is operating maglev is much cheaper, Bordeaux said.

Story continues below
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"We are going to operate at a third of the cost," Bordeaux said. "We'll return a surplus to
the commission."

But critics claim that after three decades, all maglev has to show is maps.

"They told me I'd be going to LA by train back when I was in college," said Brian Ruth,
47, a Las Vegas chemical engineer. "Where is it? I graduated in 1986... and where's my
flying car?"

Skancke, the western high-speed alliance director, said maglev might be a missed
opportunity.

"They want billions of dollars to build a maglev that is a technology that is no longer being
developed," Skancke said.

Although Asian countries built maglev projects in recent years, the technology hasn't
changed since the 1970s and has never competed with other high-speed technologies in
industrialized countries such as France and Germany.

Bordeaux acknowledged the lack of experience is a hurdle, but successes in China are
making it more palatable to potential America riders, he said. China opened a 19.3-mile
segment of maglev to ferry passengers in Shanghai in 2003, and this year it announced
plans for an advanced maglev train capable of 600 mph.

"The opening of the Shanghai maglev has been a big boost for us," Bordeaux said, citing
the 2003 opening of the first stage of China's massive high-speed rail building spree. The
country plans thousands of miles of new lines to link cities and rural parts of the country.

Lightning relies on slow success

Though Desert Xpress and the maglev project have a head start, a third high-speed
project has joined the race.

Businessmen in Las Vegas, Washington and Europe have proposed Desert Lightning to
link Los Angeles and Phoenix, with a north-south leg to Las Vegas east of the Mojave
National Preserve. Dan Hart, a Las Vegas public relations consultant, said the initial step
is getting federal officials to fund a study of a rail line linking the three cities.

"There is a tremendous amount of travel among all three of them," Hart said during an
interview in his offices. "It makes a lot of economic and efficiency sense."

Like Desert Xpress, the line would operate on its own tracks, eliminating the need to
share tracks or space with freight railroads. But unlike Desert Xpress, the Lightning can
connect to downtown Los Angeles by following the Colorado River, then heading west
through the Coachella Valley.

"We're not going through the mountains," Hart said. "We'll go around them."

Any high-speed rail is going to need to connect the major metropolitan centers, Hart said.
And do it in a way that makes travel convenient. Without directly criticizing the two other
plans, Hart noted Desert Lightning travels at more than 200 mph and can take shape
without significant government participation.
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"We don't want the concept," he said, referring to the other projects. "We want
something that will happen."

Many details and engineering studies need to be worked out. The federal feasibility study
is one step.

"But once it gets going, it'll go pretty quick," Hart said.

Party people

Two other train proposals don't make the same promise of super-speeds, but officials
with the companies think they've got an even better sell.

"It's Vegas the minute you get on the train," said Michael Barron, chairman of X Train, a
planned Los Angeles-to-Las Vegas conventional train outfitted with a sports bar and
other party amenities.

The idea is simple, Barron said: Use existing tracks owned and managed by freight
railroads, and take your time getting from stops in downtown LA and Fullerton to the Las
Vegas Strip. To keep people occupied for the five-hour trip, serve alcohol and play some
games.

"It's all first class," Barron said as he scrolled through drawings of the train car interiors.

Tickets will cost about $99 round trip -- plus drinks, of course, Barron joked.

An easier way to get to Los Angeles and back that allows for drinking is fine with Sheryl
Copley, 23, of Las Vegas. Her fear of flying makes her an ideal client, she said.

"But I can do trains," she laughed, "especially if I can kick back with a cocktail."

But plans are reliant on agreements with freight railroads, which own the tracks. In the
past, Amtrak service between Southern California and Las Vegas was challenged
because schedules were unreliable as passenger trains gave way to freight traffic.

Barron said he is in negotiations with freight railroads to get access to the tracks. He
said the plan is unlike Amtrak to pay for the privilege of staying ahead of the freight
trains.

With plans to start converting train cars early next year, Barron said he can start shuttling
riders to The Strip area in late 2011.

That's around the same time a competing conventional train, the similarly named Z Train,
could start service as well. Described by company officials as a luxury train ride from LA
to Las Vegas, service is planned to start in late 2011.

Bruce Richardson, chief special projects officer for the company, declined to discuss the
plans in detail, but said the focus is on serving commuters sick of driving I-15.

"No one wants to make that drive the way it is now," Richardson said.

Start to Finish

Though supporters of the plans said the future looks bright for high-speed rail in Los
Angeles and Las Vegas, it is going to take construction for many doubters to change
their minds. But that doesn't mean they are any less enthusiastic about an easier trip.

Nicole Stefko said she would feel much better putting her 15-year-old daughter, Athena,
on a train to visit relatives in Southern California, as opposed to a plane. For one, it
would give her more control about when her daughter came and went. Stefko said she
was recently frustrated when the airline told her it would cost $50 to change Athena's
ticket.

With a train, you could buy one-way tickets and travel when you wanted to, Stefko said.

"I'd like to see $100 for a round-trip ticket that doesn't have all the limitations on it," she
said while picking her daughter up at Las Vegas' McCarran International Airport.

Most said the $100 price would be the optimum to get them out of their cars. But it would
also have to fit their needs.
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"The whole question to me is how long does it take and how many stops does it make,"
said Danny Avila, a Las Vegas restaurant manager. "If they can't tell me that, I'm not
interested."

Selling Speed

Skancke, whose high-speed rail alliance also has pushed for connections to Phoenix and
Denver to better serve western states, said the challenge remains proving bullet trains
can work. The closest some have seen is the 150-mph Acela trains from New York to
Washington, D.C.

"Ninety percent of Americans have never seen high-speed rail...," he said. "They have
never seen it work. Amtrak is not high-speed rail."

Research shows in many western states that fast trains can fill a niche. The Brookings
Institution, a Washington public policy group, found high-speed rail will work best in
locations where major cities less than 400 miles apart are connected. Los Angeles is 229
miles from Las Vegas and 358 miles from Phoenix, making them two of the most
attractive high-speed routes in the country.

It will just take billions of dollars to connect the cities, and a culture change by
Californians to hop on board and leave their cars behind. And that's a gamble built for a
town where the payoff comes from putting your money somewhere others won't.

"You have to start someplace," Skancke said. "Why not here?"

Reach Dug Begley at 951-368-9475 or dbegley@PE.com
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Las Vegas travel choices have mixed benefits
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